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I. INTRODUCTION

The implementation of fault-tolerant quantum information processing [1] requires high-fidelity quantum gates and also needs sufficiently fast and accurate qubit measurement. Superconducting quantum computing technology [2–10] is currently approaching the threshold for quantum error correction. Compared with the recent rapid progress in the increase of single-qubit and two-qubit gate fidelities, qubit measurement shows somewhat slower progress. The development of faster and higher-fidelity qubit readout remains an important task.

In circuit QED (cQED) [11, 12], the qubit state is inferred by measuring the state-dependent frequency shift of the resonator via homodyne detection. This method introduces an unwanted decay channel [13] for the qubit due to the energy leakage through the resonator into the transmission line, the process known as the Purcell effect [14, 15]. The Purcell effect is one of the limiting factors for high-fidelity qubit readout.

In principle, the Purcell rate can be suppressed by increasing the qubit-resonator detuning, decreasing the qubit-resonator coupling, or decreasing the resonator bandwidth due to damping. However, these simple methods increase the time needed to measure the qubit. This leads to a trade-off between the qubit relaxation and measurement time, whereas it is desirable to suppress the Purcell rate without compromising qubit measurement. Several proposals have been put forward for this purpose, which include employing a Purcell filter [16–19], engineering a Purcell-protected qubit [20, 21], or using a tunable coupler that decouples the transmission line from the resonator during the qubit-resonator interaction, thereby avoiding the Purcell effect altogether [22].

The general idea of the Purcell filter is to impede the propagation of the photon emitted at the qubit frequency, compared with propagation of the microwave field at the resonator frequency, used for the qubit measurement. A notch (band-rejection) filter detuned by 1.7 GHz from the resonator frequency was realized in Ref. [17]. A factor of 50 reduction in the Purcell rate was demonstrated when the qubit frequency was placed in the rejection band of the filter. A bandpass filter with the quality factor $Q_t \simeq 30$ (and corresponding bandwidth of 0.22 GHz) centered near the resonator frequency was used in Ref. [17]. This allowed the qubit measurement within 140 ns with fidelities $F_{\uparrow\uparrow} = 98.7$ and $F_{\downarrow\downarrow} = 99.3$ for the two qubit states. (The bandpass Purcell filter was also used in Ref. [10]; it had a similar design with a few minor changes.) A major advantage of the bandpass Purcell filter in comparison with the notch filter is the possibility to keep strongly reduced Purcell rate for qubits with practically any frequency (except near the filter frequency), thus allowing quantum gates based on tuning the qubit frequency, and also allowing multiplexed readout of several qubits by placing readout resonators with different frequencies within the filter bandwidth.

In this work, we analyze the Purcell filter of Ref. [17] using both semiclassical and quantum approaches and considering both the weak and the strong drive regimes. Our semiclassical analysis uses somewhat different language compared to the analysis in Ref. [17]; however, the results are very similar (they show that with the filter the Purcell rate can be suppressed by two orders of magnitude, while maintaining the same measurement time). The results of the quantum analysis in the regime of a weak measurement drive or no drive (considering
the single-photon subspace) practically coincide with the semiclassical results. In the presence of strong microwave drive, the Purcell rate is further suppressed with increasing drive strength. We have found that this suppression is stronger than that obtained without a filter [23].

In Sec. II we discuss the general idea of the bandpass Purcell filter and analyze its operation semiclassically. Section III is devoted to the quantum calculation of the Purcell rate in the presence of the bandpass Purcell filter. In Sec. IV we discuss further suppression of the Purcell rate due to an applied microwave drive. Section V is the Conclusion. In the appendix we review the basic theory of a transmon/Xmon qubit measurement, the Purcell decay, and the corresponding measurement error without the Purcell filter.

II. IDEA OF A BANDPASS PURCELL FILTER AND SEMICLASSICAL ANALYSIS

In the standard cQED setup of dispersive measurement (Fig. I) the qubit interaction with the resonator slightly changes the effective resonator frequency depending on the qubit state, so that it is \( \omega_{\bar{r}}[\text{e}] \) when the qubit is in the excited state and \( \omega_{\bar{r}}[\text{g}] \) when the qubit is in the ground state. The dispersive coupling \( \chi \) is defined as

\[
\chi \equiv \frac{\left( \omega_{\bar{r}}[\text{e}] - \omega_{\bar{r}}[\text{g}] \right)}{2}.
\]

In the two-level approximation for the qubit, \( \chi = g^2/(\omega_{\bar{q}}[b] - \omega_{\bar{r}}[b]) \), where \( g \) is the qubit-resonator coupling and \( \omega_{\bar{q}}[b] \) and \( \omega_{\bar{r}}[b] \) are the bare frequencies of the qubit and the resonator, respectively [11]. For a transmon or an Xmon qubit, \( \chi \) is usually significantly smaller, \( \chi \approx -g^2\delta_{\bar{q}}/[\left( \omega_{\bar{q}}[b] - \omega_{\bar{r}}[b] \right) \delta_{\bar{q}} - \omega_{\bar{r}}[b]) \], where \( \delta_{\bar{q}} \) is the qubit anharmonicity \( (\delta_{\bar{q}} > 0) \); moreover, \( \chi \) as well as the central frequency \( \left( \omega_{\bar{r}}[\text{e}] + \omega_{\bar{r}}[\text{g}] \right)/2 \) depend on the number of photons \( n \) in the resonator (see [24, 25] and the Appendix for a more detailed discussion). The resonator frequency change (and thus the qubit state) is sensed by applying the microwave field with amplitude \( \varepsilon \), then amplifying the transmitted or reflected signal, and then mixing it with the applied microwave field to measure its phase and amplitude (Fig. I).

In the process of measurement, the qubit decays with the Purcell rate [11]

\[
\Gamma \approx \frac{g^2}{(\omega_{\bar{q}} - \omega_{\bar{r}})^2},
\]

where \( \kappa \) is the resonator energy damping rate (mostly due to leakage into the transmission line – see Fig. I). Note that in this formula we do not distinguish the bare and effective frequencies. In the quantum language this can be interpreted as the leakage with the rate \( \kappa \) of the qubit “tail” \( g^2/(\omega_{\bar{q}} - \omega_{\bar{r}})^2 \), existing in the form of the resonator photon. However, the Purcell decay also has a simple classical interpretation via the resistive damping

\[
|\omega_{\bar{q}} - \omega_{\bar{r}}|^2.
\]

The schematic of a standard circuit QED qubit readout setup. The qubit state slightly changes the resonator frequency \( \omega_{\bar{r}} \) (due to qubit-resonator interaction with strength \( g \)), and this is sensed by passing the microwave through (or reflecting from) the resonator. The amplified outgoing microwave is combined with the local oscillator at the mixer, whose output is measured to discriminate the qubit states. The energy decay \( \kappa \) of the resonator is mainly due to its coupling with the transmission line.
respectively, is given by the equations
\[
\alpha \propto \sqrt{\frac{\kappa}{\omega_r}} \quad \beta \propto \sqrt{\frac{\kappa}{\omega_f}}
\]
where \(\omega_r\) and \(\omega_f\) are the frequencies of the resonators, \(\kappa\) is the decay rate, and \(\gamma\) is the Purcell factor. This relation simplifies the analysis of the system, assuming that the resonator frequencies are much larger than the coupling strength.

For measurement, the Purcell rate is suppressed by the factor \(\kappa_q/\kappa_f\), leading to a suppression of the qubit decay rate. The suppression factor can be calculated using relations (1)–(3), giving
\[
\dot{\alpha} = -i(\Delta_{rd} + \delta\omega_r) \alpha - \frac{\kappa_{\text{eff}}}{2} \alpha - i\epsilon_r,
\]
where \(\Delta_{rd} = \omega_r - \omega_i\) is the resonance detuning. For \(\omega_i \ll \omega_f\), the field decay rate \(\kappa_{\text{eff}}\) is given by
\[
\kappa_{\text{eff}} = \frac{4|G|^2}{\kappa_f} \frac{1}{1 + \left(2\Delta_{rd}/\kappa_f\right)^2},
\]
and the effective decay rate \(\kappa_{\text{eff}}\) is given by
\[
\delta\omega_r = -\frac{|G|^2\Delta_{rd}}{(\kappa_f/2)^2 + \Delta_{rd}^2} = -\frac{\Delta_{rd}}{\kappa_f} \kappa_{\text{eff}}.
\]

Thus, we see that the field \(\alpha\) evolves in practically the same way as in the standard cQED setup. The readout and filter resonators are in general detuned from each other, but not much, \(|\omega_r - \omega_i| \lesssim \kappa_f\). The filter resonator is pumped with the drive frequency \(\omega_d\) (close to \(\omega_r\)) and amplitude \(\epsilon_f\). However, for us it will be easier to first assume that the readout resonator is pumped with amplitude \(\epsilon_r\) (Fig. 2), and then show the correspondence between the drives \(\epsilon_r\) and \(\epsilon_f\).

Let us use the rotating-wave approximation with the rotating frame \(e^{-i\omega_ft}\) based on the drive frequency \(\omega_d\). Then the evolution of the classical field amplitudes \(\alpha(t)\) and \(\beta(t)\) in the readout and filter resonators, respectively, is given by the equations
\[
\dot{\alpha} = -i\Delta_{rd}\alpha - iG\beta - i\epsilon_r,
\]
\[
\dot{\beta} = -i\Delta_{rd}\beta - iG^*\alpha - \frac{\kappa_f}{2}\beta,
\]
where \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) are normalized so that \(|\alpha|^2\) and \(|\beta|^2\) are the average number of photons in the resonators, \(\epsilon_r\) is normalized correspondingly, and
\[
\Delta_{rd} = \omega_r - \omega_i, \quad \Delta_{fd} = \omega_f - \omega_d
\]
(recall that \(\omega_r\) depends on the qubit state). If we are not interested in the details of evolution on the fast time scale \(\kappa_f^{-1}\), then we can use the quasisteady state for \(\beta\) [obtained from Eq. (4) using \(\beta = 0\)],
\[
\beta = \frac{-iG^*}{\kappa_f/2 + i\Delta_{fd}} \alpha,
\]
which can then be inserted into Eq. (3), giving
\[
\dot{\alpha} = -i(\Delta_{rd} + \delta\omega_r) \alpha - \frac{\kappa_{\text{eff}}}{2} \alpha - i\epsilon_r,
\]
\[
\kappa_{\text{eff}} = \frac{4|G|^2}{\kappa_f} \frac{1}{1 + (2\Delta_{rd}/\kappa_f)^2},
\]
\[
\delta\omega_r = -\frac{|G|^2\Delta_{rd}}{(\kappa_f/2)^2 + \Delta_{rd}^2} = -\frac{\Delta_{rd}}{\kappa_f} \kappa_{\text{eff}}.
\]

Thus, we see that the field \(\alpha\) evolves in practically the same way as in the standard cQED setup. However, interaction with the filter resonator shifts the readout resonator frequency by \(\delta\omega_r\) and introduces the effective leakage rate \(\kappa_{\text{eff}}\) of the readout resonator.

Most importantly, \(\kappa_{\text{eff}}\) depends on the drive frequency. For measurement we use \(\omega_d \approx \omega_r\), so \(\kappa_{\text{eff}}\) is approximately
\[
\kappa_f = \frac{4|G|^2}{\kappa_f} \frac{1}{1 + [2(\omega_r - \omega_i)/\kappa_f]^2},
\]
and the corresponding \(\kappa_{\text{eff}}\) is then
\[
\kappa_q \equiv \frac{4|G|^2}{\kappa_f} \frac{1}{1 + [2(\omega_q - \omega_i)/\kappa_f]^2},
\]
which is much smaller than \(\kappa_f\) if the qubit is detuned away from the filter linewidth, \(\omega_q \gg \omega_i\). This difference is exactly what we wished for suppressing the Purcell rate \(\Gamma\): the measurement is governed by \(\kappa_f\), while the qubit sees a much smaller value \(\kappa_q\). Therefore, we would expect that the Purcell rate is given by Eq. (4) with \(\kappa_q = \kappa_f\) [see Eq. (A2) later], while the “separation” measurement error is given by Eqs. (A38)–(A38) with \(\kappa = \kappa_f\) (see Appendix). As a result, compared with the standard setup (Fig. 1) with the same physical parameters for measurement, the Purcell rate is suppressed by the factor
\[
F = \frac{\kappa_q}{\kappa_f} = 1 + \frac{[2(\omega_q - \omega_i)/\kappa_f]^2}{1 + [2(\omega_q - \omega_i)/\kappa_f]^2} \ll 1.
\]

This is essentially the main result of this paper, which will be confirmed by the quantum analysis in the next section. (To avoid a possible confusion, we note that \(\kappa_q\) is not the qubit decay rate; it is the resonator decay, as seen by the qubit.)

Our result for the Purcell suppression factor was based on the behavior of the field amplitude in the readout resonator. Let us also check that the field \(\gamma_{1l}\) propagating in the outgoing transmission line behaves according to the effective model as well. The outgoing field amplitude is \(\gamma_{1l} = \sqrt{\kappa_f} \beta\) (in the normalization for which \(|\gamma_{1l}|^2\) is the average number of propagating photons per second). Using Eq. (6), we find
\[
\gamma_{1l} = -\frac{iG^*\sqrt{\kappa_f}}{\kappa_f/2 + i\Delta_{fd}} e^{i\varphi} \sqrt{\kappa_{\text{eff}}},
\]
with \(\kappa_{\text{eff}}\) given by Eq. (7). Thus, we see that the field \(\gamma_{1l}\) evolves in practically the same way as in the standard cQED setup.
so, as expected, the outgoing amplitude behaves as in
the standard setup of Fig. 1 with \( \kappa = \kappa_{\text{eff}} \), up to an
unimportant phase shift \( \varphi = \arg[-i \mathcal{G}^+/(\kappa_{\text{eff}}/2 + i \Delta_{\text{id}})] \).
Note that to show the equivalence between the dynamics
(including transients) of the systems in Figs. 1 and 2
we needed the assumption of a sufficiently large \( \kappa_{\text{eff}} \)
in order to use the quasisteady state (6). However, this
assumption is not needed if we consider only the steady
state (without transients).

So far we assumed that the measurement is performed
by driving the readout resonator with the amplitude \( \epsilon_{\text{r}} \).
Now let us consider the realistic case [10, 17] when the
drive \( \epsilon_{\text{f}} \) is applied to the filter resonator. The evolution
equations (9) and (10) for the classical field amplitudes
are then replaced by
\[
\dot{\alpha} = -i \Delta_{\text{rd}} \alpha - i \mathcal{G} \beta, \tag{14}
\]
\[
\dot{\beta} = -i \Delta_{\text{id}} \beta - i \mathcal{G}^* \alpha - \frac{\kappa_{\text{eff}} \epsilon_{\text{f}}}{2} \beta - i \epsilon_{\text{f}}, \tag{15}
\]
so that the quasisteady state for the filter resonator is
\[
\beta = \frac{-i \mathcal{G}^*}{\kappa_{\text{eff}}/2 + i \Delta_{\text{id}}} \alpha + \frac{-i \epsilon_{\text{f}}}{\kappa_{\text{eff}}/2 + i \Delta_{\text{id}}}, \tag{16}
\]
and the field evolution in the readout resonator is
\[
\dot{\alpha} = -i (\Delta_{\text{rd}} + \delta \omega_{\text{r}}) \alpha - \frac{\kappa_{\text{eff}} \epsilon_{\text{f}}}{2} \alpha - \frac{\mathcal{G}}{\kappa_{\text{eff}}/2 + i \Delta_{\text{id}}} \epsilon_{\text{f}}, \tag{17}
\]
with the same \( \kappa_{\text{eff}} \) and \( \delta \omega_{\text{r}} \) given by Eqs. (8) and (9). The only difference between the effective evolution equations
(7) and (17) is a linear relation,
\[
\epsilon_{\text{r}} \leftrightarrow -i \epsilon_{\text{f}} G/(\kappa_{\text{eff}}/2 + i \Delta_{\text{id}}), \tag{18}
\]
between the drive amplitudes \( \epsilon_{\text{r}} \) and \( \epsilon_{\text{f}} \) producing the same
effect. Therefore, our results obtained above remain
unchanged for driving the filter resonator, and the Purcell
rate suppression factor is still given by Eq. (12).

Note that in the quasisteady state the separation be-
tween the filter amplitudes \( \beta \) for the two qubit states
does not depend on whether the drive is applied to the
filter or readout resonator, as long as we use the corre-
spondence (13) between the drive amplitudes. The same
is true for the separation between the outgoing fields \( \gamma_{\text{f}} \).
Similarly, the separation between the outgoing fields for
the two qubit states is the same (up to the phase \( \varphi \))
as in the standard setup of Fig. 1 with \( \epsilon = \epsilon_{\text{r}} \), \( \kappa = \kappa_{\text{r}} \),
and the resonator frequency adjusted by \( \delta \omega_{\text{r}} \) given by
Eq. (9). Therefore, these configurations are equivalent to
each other from the point of view of quantum measure-
ment, including interaction between the qubit and
readout resonator, extraction of quantum information,
back-action, etc.

Nevertheless, driving the filter resonator produces a
different outgoing field \( \gamma_{\text{f}} = \sqrt{\kappa_{\text{r}}} \beta \), which now contains
an additional term \(-i \epsilon_{\text{f}} \sqrt{\kappa_{\text{r}}}/(\kappa_{\text{eff}}/2 + i \Delta_{\text{id}})\) in comparison
with Eq. (13), which comes from the second term in Eq.
(10). In particular, instead of the Lorentzian line shape of
the transfer function when driving the readout resonator,
the transfer function for driving the filter is (in the steady
state)
\[
\frac{\gamma_{\text{f}}(\omega)}{\epsilon_{\text{f}}} = \frac{\sqrt{\kappa_{\text{f}}}}{\kappa_{\text{eff}}/2 + i \Delta_{\text{id}}} \frac{2 \Delta_{\text{rd}}/\kappa_{\text{eff}}}{1 + 2i(\Delta_{\text{rd}} + \delta \omega_{\text{r}})/\kappa_{\text{eff}}}, \tag{19}
\]
where \( \kappa_{\text{eff}} \) can be replaced with \( \kappa_{\text{r}} \). (Note a non-standard
normalization of the transfer function because of different
normalizations of \( \gamma_{\text{f}}(\omega) \) and \( \epsilon_{\text{f}} \).) This line shape for
the amplitude \( \gamma_{\text{f}}(\omega)/\epsilon_{\text{f}} \) shows a dip near \( \omega_{\text{r}} \) (note that
\( \gamma_{\text{f}}(\omega)/\epsilon_{\text{f}} = 0 \) at \( \omega_{\text{d}} = \omega_{\text{r}} \)) and is significantly asymmetric
when \( \delta \omega_{\text{r}} \) is comparable to \( \kappa_{\text{r}} \); this occurs when the
detuning between the readout and filter resonators is com-
parable to \( \kappa_{\text{r}} \) – see Eq. (9). In terms of the field \( \alpha \) in the
readout resonator, the outgoing field at steady state is
\[
\gamma_{\text{f}}^{(i)} = -\frac{\sqrt{\kappa_{\text{f}}} \Delta_{\text{rd}}}{\mathcal{G}} \alpha \tag{20}
\]
instead of Eq. (13) for driving the readout resonator.

The difference between the outgoing fields \( \gamma_{\text{f}}^{(i)} \) and \( \gamma_{\text{r}}^{(i)} \)
when driving the filter or readout resonator (for the same
\( \alpha \), i.e., the same measurement conditions) may be impor-
tant for saturation of the microwave amplifier. The ratio
of the corresponding outgoing powers is
\[
\frac{|\gamma_{\text{f}}^{(i)}|}{|\gamma_{\text{r}}^{(i)}|} = \left( \frac{\Delta_{\text{rd}}}{\kappa_{\text{r}}} \right)^2 \frac{4}{1 + 2(2 \Delta_{\text{rd}}/\kappa_{\text{r}})^2}, \tag{21}
\]
where we assumed \( |\Delta_{\text{rd}}| \ll \kappa_{\text{r}} \) (so that \( \kappa_{\text{eff}} \approx \kappa_{\text{r}} \)).
For example, if the drive frequency is chosen as \( \omega_{\text{d}} = (\omega_{\text{r}}^g + \omega_{\text{r}}^e)/2 \), then \( \Delta_{\text{rd}} = \pm \chi \); if in this case \( |\chi| \ll \kappa_{\text{r}} \),
then driving the filter resonator is advantageous because it
produces less power to be amplified, while driving the
readout resonator is advantageous if \( |\chi| \gg \kappa_{\text{r}} \). However,
when \( \omega_{\text{d}} \neq (\omega_{\text{r}}^g + \omega_{\text{r}}^e)/2 \), the situation is more compli-
cated.

Figure 3 shows the transient phase-space evolution \( \beta(t) \)
(both the coherent state) in the filter resonator when a
step-function drive is applied to the readout resonator
(red curves) or to the filter resonator (blue curves), with
the drive amplitudes related via Eq. (13), and for real
\( \epsilon_{\text{r}} \). The solid curves show the evolution when the qubit
is in the excited state, while the dashed curves are for
the qubit in the ground state. We have used parameters
similar to the experimental parameters of Ref. [17]:
\( \omega_{\text{r}}^e/2\pi = 6.8 \text{ GHz}, \omega_{\text{r}}^g/2\pi = 6.803 \text{ GHz} \) (so that
\( 2 \chi/2\pi = -3 \text{ MHz} \), \( \omega_{\text{r}}/2\pi = 6.75 \text{ GHz} \), \( Q_t = 30 \) (so that
\( \kappa_{\text{r}}^{-1} = 0.71 \text{ ns} \), and \( \kappa_{\text{r}}^{-1} = 30 \text{ ns} \) (so that \( \mathcal{G}/2\pi = 18.9 \text{ MHz} \)).

The field evolution is calculated using either Eqs.
(13)–(14) or Eqs. (17)–(18); in simulations we have ne-
glected the dependence of \( \chi \) and \( (\omega_{\text{r}}^e + \omega_{\text{r}}^g)/2 \) on the
average number of photons \( \bar{n}_g = |\alpha|^2 \) in the readout
resonator (see Appendix). The black dots indicate the time
moments every 10 ns between 0 and 100 ns, and then
while after the quasisteady state is reached, the evolution field, so that in the steady state \(|\bar{g}_r\rangle\rangle\) and \(|\bar{g}_f\rangle\rangle\) are always symmetric in this case, Fig. (3a) shows that the field in the readout resonator is symmetric only when driving the readout resonator (red curves, \(\bar{n}_r^{(g)}\) = 50, where it is strongly asymmetric when the filter resonator is driven (blue curves, \(\bar{n}_f^{(g)}\) = 0.01, \(\bar{n}_f^{(e)}\) = 1.0; \(\bar{n}_f^{(g)}\) is very small because for our parameters \(\delta\omega_r = |\chi|\) and therefore \(\omega_d \approx \omega_r^{(g)}\)). The number of photons in the filter is much less than in the readout resonator because \(\kappa_f \gg \kappa_r\).

In Fig. (3b) we choose \(\omega_d\) so that in the steady state \(\bar{n}_f^{(g)} = \bar{n}_f^{(e)}\) for driving the filter; this is the natural choice for decreasing the microwave power to be amplified. This occurs at \(\omega_d/2\pi = 6.80120\), which is close to the expected value \((\omega_r^{(g)} + \omega_r^{(e)})/2\), but not equal because of the asymmetry of the line shape (19). We choose the amplitudes to produce \(\bar{n}_f^{(e)} = 50\) (then \(\bar{n}_f^{(g)} = 22\)). The difference between \(\bar{n}_f^{(e)}\) and \(\bar{n}_f^{(g)}\) leads to different values \(\bar{n}_f^{(e)} = 1.2\) and \(\bar{n}_f^{(g)} = 0.5\) when driving the readout resonator, while for driving the filter the field in the filter is symmetric, \(\bar{n}_f^{(e)} = \bar{n}_f^{(g)} = 0.2\). Compared to the case of Fig. (3a), there is 5 times less power to be amplified for the \(|e\rangle\) state (when driving the filter); however, the state separation is 1.3 times smaller (in amplitude) for the same \(\bar{n}_f^{(g)}\). Thus, there is a trade-off between the state separation and amplified power in choosing the drive frequency. Comparing the red and blue curves in Fig. (3b), we see that in the steady state \(\bar{n}_f^{(g)}\) and \(\bar{n}_f^{(e)}\) are smaller for driving the filter rather than the readout resonator. This is beneficial because there is less power to be amplified; however, the ratio is not very big (as expected for a moderate value \(|\chi|/\kappa_f = 0.28\).

Note that our definition of \(\kappa_f\) in Eq. (10) is not strictly well-defined because the resonator frequency \(\omega_r\) depends on the qubit state, and the drive frequency can be in between \(\omega_r^{(e)}\) and \(\omega_r^{(k)}\). However, this frequency difference is much smaller than \(\kappa_f\), and therefore not important for practical purposes in the definition of \(\kappa_f\). In an experiment \(\kappa_f\) can be measured either via the field decay (17) or via the linewidth of the steady-state transfer function showing the dip of \(|\gamma_1\rangle/\epsilon_1\) near the resonance \(\omega_d = \omega_r\) [Eq. (19)], since near the dip \(\kappa_{eff} \approx \kappa_f\).

Thus far we assumed that all decay \(\kappa_f\) in the filter resonator is due to the leakage \(\kappa_{f}^{\text{out}}\) into the outgoing transmission line. If \(\kappa_{f}^{\text{out}} < \kappa_f\) and the decay \(\kappa_f - \kappa_{f}^{\text{out}}\) is due to leakage into the line delivering the drive \(\epsilon_1\) or due to another dissipation channel, then the only difference compared to the previous discussion is the extra factor \(\sqrt{\kappa_{f}^{\text{out}}/\kappa_f}\) for the outgoing field \(\gamma_1\). This will

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig3.png}
\caption{Phase-space transient evolution of qubit-state-dependent coherent states in the filter resonator for driving either the readout resonator (red curves, left) or the filter (blue curves, right), with the drive amplitudes related via Eq. (18). Solid curves are for the qubit state \(|e\rangle\), dashed curves for the state \(|g\rangle\). See text for the assumed parameters. For panel (a) we choose the drive frequency \(\omega_d\) symmetrically for the readout resonator, so that \(\bar{n}_r^{(g)} = \bar{n}_r^{(e)} = 50\). For panel (b) we choose \(\omega_d\) symmetrically for the filter resonator, so that \(\bar{n}_f^{(g)} = \bar{n}_f^{(e)}\) when driving the filter; we choose \(\bar{n}_f^{(e)} = 50\). The black dots indicate time moments in the evolution every 10 ns until 100 ns, then every 50 ns. Circles illustrate the coherent state error circles in the steady state.}
\end{figure}

\textbf{FIG. 3:} Phase-space transient evolution of qubit-state-dependent coherent states in the filter resonator for driving either the readout resonator (red curves, left) or the filter (blue curves, right), with the drive amplitudes related via Eq. (18). Solid curves are for the qubit state \(|e\rangle\), dashed curves are for the state \(|g\rangle\). See text for the assumed parameters. For panel (a) we choose the drive frequency \(\omega_d\) symmetrically for the readout resonator, so that \(\bar{n}_r^{(g)} = \bar{n}_r^{(e)} = 50\). For panel (b) we choose \(\omega_d\) symmetrically for the filter resonator, so that \(\bar{n}_f^{(g)} = \bar{n}_f^{(e)}\) when driving the filter; we choose \(\bar{n}_f^{(e)} = 50\). The black dots indicate time moments in the evolution every 10 ns until 100 ns, then every 50 ns. Circles illustrate the coherent state error circles in the steady state.

\(\bar{n}_r^{(g)}\) and \(\bar{n}_f^{(e)}\) are the average photon numbers for the two qubit states. For that we need \(\omega_d = (\omega_r^{(g)} + \omega_r^{(e)})/2 + \delta\omega_r\) with \(\delta\omega_r\) given by Eq. (3); for our parameters \(\delta\omega_r/2\pi = 1.23\) MHz, so \(\omega_d/2\pi = 6.80273\) GHz. Such symmetric choice of the drive frequency provides the largest separation between the two coherent states for a fixed drive amplitude if \(|\chi| < \kappa_r\). While the field in the readout resonator is always symmetric in this case, \(\kappa_f \gg \kappa_r\); however, the state separation is 1.3 times smaller (in amplitude) for the same \(\bar{n}_f^{(g)}\). Thus, there is a trade-off between the state separation and amplified power in choosing the drive frequency. Comparing the red and blue curves in Fig. (3b), we see that in the steady state \(\bar{n}_f^{(g)}\) and \(\bar{n}_f^{(e)}\) are smaller for driving the filter rather than the readout resonator. This is beneficial because there is less power to be amplified; however, the ratio is not very big (as expected for a moderate value \(|\chi|/\kappa_f = 0.28\).
lead to multiplication of the overall quantum efficiency of the measurement by \( \kappa_{out}/\kappa_f \) and will only slightly affect the measurement fidelity. Adding dissipation in the readout resonator with rate \( \kappa_{r,d} \) increases the effective linewidth to \( \kappa_{eff} + \kappa_{r,d} \) and multiplies the quantum efficiency by \( \kappa_r/(\kappa_r + \kappa_{r,d}) \). Most importantly, since \( \kappa_{r,d} \) does not change with frequency, the Purcell suppression factor \((12)\) becomes \((\kappa_q + \kappa_{r,d})/(\kappa_r + \kappa_{r,d})\), so that the Purcell filter performance deteriorates; we will discuss this in a little more detail in Sec. III C.

Note that our main result \((12)\) for the Purcell suppression factor is slightly different from the result \( F = (\kappa_f/2)(\omega_q - \omega_r)^2/(\omega_q/\omega_r)^2 \), which was derived in Ref. [17] using the circuit theory. The reasons are the following. First, in the derivation of [17] it was assumed that the two resonators have the same frequency, which makes the numerator in Eq. \((12)\) equal to 1. Second, the term 1 in the denominator in Eq. \((12)\) was essentially neglected in comparison with the larger second term. Finally, the role of the factor \((\omega_q/\omega_r)^2\) is not quite clear. In the derivation of Ref. [17] keeping this factor was exceeding the accuracy of the derivation, while in our derivation we essentially use the rotating wave approximation, which assumes \( \omega_q/\omega_r \approx 1 \). Aside from these small differences, our result coincides with the result of Ref. [17].

### III. QUANTUM ANALYSIS IN SINGLE-EXCITATION SUBSPACE

In this section we discuss the quantum derivation of the Purcell rate in the presence of the bandpass filter in the regime when the resonators are not driven or driven sufficiently weakly to neglect dependence of the Purcell rate on the number of photons in the resonator [23]. More precisely, we consider the quantum evolution in the single-excitation (and zero-excitation) subspace. We apply two methods: the wavefunction approach, in which we use a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian with a decaying wavefunction, and the more traditional density matrix analysis.

In the absence of the drive and in the rotating wave approximation, the relevant Hamiltonian of the system shown in Fig. 2 (without considering decay \( \kappa_f \)) is \( (\hbar = 1) \)

\[
H = \omega_q^b \sigma_+ \sigma_- + \omega_q^b a^\dagger a + \omega_q b^\dagger b + g(a^\dagger \sigma_- + a \sigma_+) + G a^\dagger b + G^* ab^\dagger,
\]

where \( \omega_q^b \) is the bare qubit frequency, \( \omega_q \) is the bare frequency of the readout resonator, \( \omega_f \) is the filter resonator frequency, raising/lowering operators \( \sigma_+ \) and \( \sigma_- \) act on the qubit state, \( a^\dagger \) and \( a \) are the creation and annihilation operators for the readout resonator, \( b^\dagger \) and \( b \) are for the filter resonator, \( g \) is the qubit-readout resonator coupling, and \( G \) is the resonator-resonator coupling. For simplicity we assume a real positive \( g \), but \( G \) can be complex for generality (for the capacitive or inductive coupling between the resonators, \( G \) is real if the same generalized coordinates are used for both resonators).

Note that in the case without drive it is sufficient to consider only two levels for the qubit because only the single-excitation (and zero-excitation) subspace is involved in the evolution, and therefore the amount of qubit nonlinearity due to the Josephson junction is irrelevant. However, in the presence of a drive (considered in the next section) it is formally necessary to take into account several levels in the qubit (as done in the Appendix). Nevertheless, to leading order the Purcell rate is insensitive to this, because the Purcell decay is essentially a classical linear effect (see discussion in the Appendix). Also note that the lab-frame Hamiltonian \((22)\) assumes the rotating wave approximation (as in the standard Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian), since it neglects the "counter-rotating" terms of the form \( a^\dagger \sigma_+ + aa^\dagger + a^\dagger b^\dagger b \), and \( ab \). This requires assumption that \( |\omega_q^b - \omega_q|, |\omega_f - \omega_q|, g, \) and \( |G| \) are small compared to \( \omega_q^b \).

Let us choose the rotating frame with frequency \( \omega_q^b \), i.e., \( H_0 = \omega_q^b (\sigma_+ \sigma_- + a^\dagger a + b^\dagger b) \); then the interaction Hamiltonian \( V = H - H_0 \) is

\[
V = \Delta_0 a^\dagger a + \Delta_0 b^\dagger b + g(a^\dagger \sigma_- + a \sigma_+) + G a^\dagger b + G^* ab^\dagger,
\]

where

\[
\Delta_0 = \omega^b_q - \omega^b_r, \quad \Delta_0 = \omega_f - \omega^b_q.
\]

and the interaction picture is equivalent to the Schrödinger picture because \( \exp(iH_0 t)V \exp(-iH_0 t) = V \), which is because the starting Hamiltonian \((22)\) already assumes the rotating-wave approximation. The master equation for the density matrix \( \rho \), which includes the damping \( \kappa_f \) of the filter resonator is

\[
\dot{\rho} = -i[V, \rho] + \kappa_f \left( b \rho b^\dagger - b^\dagger b \rho / 2 - \rho b^\dagger b / 2 \right).
\]

In general, the bare basis is \( |jm\rangle \), where \( j \) represents the qubit states, while \( n \) and \( m \) represent the readout and filter resonator Fock states, respectively. However, in this section we consider only the single-excitation (and zero-excitation) subspace, so only four bare states are relevant: \( |e\rangle = |e00\rangle \), \( |r\rangle = |g10\rangle \), \( |f\rangle = |g01\rangle \), and \( |g\rangle = |g00\rangle \).

Note that the interaction hybridizes the bare states of the qubit and the resonators. (Hybridization of the readout resonator mode is essentially what makes the qubit measurement possible.) Therefore, when discussing the Purcell rate for the qubit energy relaxation, we actually mean decay of the eigenstate, corresponding to the qubit excited state. This makes perfect sense experimentally, since manipulations of the qubit state usually occur in the eigenbasis (adiabatically, compared with the qubit detuning from the resonator).

#### A. Method I: Decaying wavefunction

Instead of using the traditional density matrix language for the description of the Purcell effect [13], it is easier to use the language of wavefunctions, even in the
presence of the decay $\kappa_t$ \[23\]. Physically, the wave functions can still be used because in the single-excitation subspace unraveling of the Lindblad equation corresponds to only one “no relaxation” scenario (see, e.g., \[29\]), and therefore the wave function evolution is non-stochastic. Another, more formal way to introduce this language, is to rewrite the master equation (25) as \[30, 31\]:

$$\dot{\rho} = -i[H_{\text{eff}}, \rho] + \kappa_t b b^\dagger, \quad \text{where } H_{\text{eff}} = V - i \kappa_t b b^\dagger / 2 \text{ is an effective non-Hermitian Hamiltonian.}$$

Next, the term $\kappa_t b b^\dagger$ can be neglected because in the single-excitation subspace it produces only an “incoming” contribution from higher-excitation subspaces, which are not populated. Therefore, in the single-excitation subspace we can use $\dot{\rho} = -i[H_{\text{eff}}, \rho]$. Equivalently, $|\psi\rangle = -iH_{\text{eff}}|\psi\rangle$, which describes the evolution of the decaying wavefunction $|\psi(t)\rangle = c_e(t)|e\rangle + c_r(t)|r\rangle + c_f(t)|f\rangle$. Therefore, the probability amplitudes $c_{e,r,f}$ satisfy the following equations:

$$\dot{c}_e = -igc_r, \quad (26)$$
$$\dot{c}_r = -i\Delta_{qr}c_r - igc_e - ig^*c_f, \quad (27)$$
$$\dot{c}_f = -i\Delta_{qr}c_f - ig^*c_r - (\kappa_t/2) c_f, \quad (28)$$

while the population $\rho_{gg}$ of the zero-excitation state $|g\rangle$ evolves as $\dot{\rho}_{gg} = \kappa_i |g\rangle |g\rangle$ or can be found as $\rho_{gg} = 1 - |c_e|^2 - |c_r|^2 - |c_f|^2$. Note that Eqs. (27) and (28) exactly correspond to the classical equations \[3\] and \[4\] with $\Delta_{qr}$ replaced with $\Delta_{ql}$, also $\Delta_{ql}$ replaced with $\Delta_{ql}$, and $\epsilon_t$ replaced with $g c_r$. 

From the eigenvalues $\lambda_{e,f} = -ig_{e,f} - \Gamma_{e,f}/2$ of the matrix representing Eqs. \[26\], \[28\], one can obtain the eigenfrequencies $g_{e,f}$ and the corresponding decay rates $\Gamma_{e,f}$. These eigenvalues can be found from the qubic equation

$$\lambda^3 + \lambda^2 (i\Delta_{qr} + i\Delta_{ql} + \kappa_t/2) + \lambda(-\Delta_{qr}\Delta_{ql} + |G|^2 + g^2) + i\Delta_{qr}\kappa_t/2 = 0. \quad (29)$$

We are interested in the Purcell rate $\Gamma = \Gamma_e$, which corresponds to the decay of the eigenstate close to $|e\rangle$. Since $\lambda_e$ is close to zero, in the first approximation we can neglect the term $\lambda^3$ in Eq. \[29\], thus reducing it to the quadratic equation. If more accuracy is needed, the equation can be solved iteratively, replacing $\lambda^3$ with the value found in the previous iteration (the second iteration is usually sufficient).

Besides finding the Purcell rate $\Gamma$ exactly or approximately from Eq. \[29\], we can find it approximately by using quasisteady solutions of Eqs. \[27\] and \[28\], to a large extent following the classical derivation in the previous section. Assuming $\dot{c}_e = 0$ in Eq. \[28\], we find $\epsilon_t = -ig^*c_r/ (i\Delta_{qr} + \kappa_t/2)$. Inserting this quasisteady value into Eq. \[27\] and assuming $\dot{c}_e = 0$, we find $\epsilon_t = -igc_e/ (i\Delta_{qr} + |G|^2/(i\Delta_{ql} + \kappa_t/2))$. Substituting this quasisteady value into Eq. \[28\], we obtain

$$\dot{c}_e = -\frac{g^2}{i\Delta_{qr} + |G|^2/(i\Delta_{ql} + \kappa_t/2)} c_e = \lambda_e c_e. \quad (30)$$

Finally, we obtain the Purcell rate as $\Gamma = -2\text{Re}(\lambda_e)$.

$$\Gamma = \frac{g^2|G|^2\kappa_t}{\Delta_{qr}^2(\Delta_{ql} - |G|^2/\Delta_{qr})^2 + (\kappa_t/2)^2} \approx \frac{g^2|G|^2\kappa_t}{\Delta_{qr}^2\Delta_{ql}^2 + (\kappa_t/2)^2} = \frac{g^2\kappa_t}{\Delta_{qr}^2}, \quad (31)$$

where $\kappa_t$ is given by Eq. \[11\] and we assumed $|G|^2 \ll \Delta_{qr}\Delta_{ql}$ to transform Eq. \[31\] into Eq. \[32\].

The Purcell rate given by Eq. \[32\] is exactly what we expected from the classical analysis in Sec. II: in the usual formula \[2\] we simply need to substitute $\kappa$ with the read-out resonator decay rate $\kappa_q$ seen by the qubit. Since the measurement is governed by a different decay rate $\kappa_t$, the effective Purcell rate suppression factor is given by Eq. \[12\], as was expected. This confirms the results of the classical analysis in Sec. II.

### B. Method II: Density matrix analysis

We can also find the Purcell rate in a more traditional way by writing the master equation \[25\] explicitly in the single-excitation subspace:

$$\dot{\rho}_{ee} = ig(\rho_{er} - \rho_{re}), \quad (33)$$
$$\dot{\rho}_{er} = -i\Delta_{qr}\rho_{er} - ig(\rho_{rr} - \rho_{ee}) + ig^*\rho_{er}, \quad (34)$$
$$\dot{\rho}_{rr} = -i\Delta_{ql}\rho_{rr} + ig\rho_{er} - ig\rho_{re}, \quad (35)$$
$$\dot{\rho}_{re} = -i\Delta_{qr}\rho_{re} - i\Delta_{ql}\rho_{rr} - ig^*\rho_{er} + ig^*\rho_{re}, \quad (36)$$
$$\dot{\rho}_{ff} = -i\Delta_{qr}\rho_{ff} - i\Delta_{ql}\rho_{rr} + ig^*\rho_{rr} - ig^*\rho_{ee}. \quad (37)$$

Note that $\dot{\rho}_{gg} = \kappa_i \rho_{ff}$ and $\rho_{ee} + \rho_{rr} + \rho_{ff} + \rho_{gg} = 1$ (however, we do not use these two equations for the derivation of the Purcell rate).

Using the quasisteady solutions of Eqs. \[33\]–\[37\], i.e. assuming $\dot{\rho}_{er} = \dot{\rho}_{re} = \dot{\rho}_{rr} = \dot{\rho}_{ff} = 0$, we can obtain a lengthy equation for $\rho_{er}$, which is proportional to $\rho_{ee}$. If we use the first-order expansion of this equation in the coupling $g$ and neglect $g^3$ terms (there is no $g^2$ contribution), then

$$\rho_{er} = \frac{ig}{i\Delta_{qr} + |G|^2/(i\Delta_{ql} + \kappa_t/2)} \rho_{ee}, \quad (39)$$

which has the form similar to Eq. \[30\]. Substituting this $\rho_{er}$ into Eq. \[33\], we obtain the evolution equation $\dot{\rho}_{ee} = -\Gamma\rho_{ee}$ with $\Gamma$ given exactly by Eq. \[31\]. If we do not use the above-mentioned approximation for the quasisteady $\rho_{er}$, then the result for the Purcell rate is slightly different and much lengthier,

$$\Gamma = g^2|G|^2\kappa_t[(\Delta_{qr}\Delta_{ql} - |G|^2)^2 + (\Delta_{qr}^2 + g^2)(\kappa_t/2)^2] + g^2(\Delta_{qr}^2 + 2\Delta_{ql}\Delta_{qr} - |G|^2) + g^4 \right)^{-1}. \quad (40)$$
Thus the derivations based on the wavefunction and density matrix languages using the quasisteady-state approximation both lead to practically the same result for the Purcell rate $\Gamma$. The most physically transparent result is given by Eq. (32), which corresponds to the semiclassical analysis in Sec. II and simply replaces $\kappa$ in Eq. (2) with $\kappa_n$ seen by the qubit, in contrast to the measurement process, which is governed by $\kappa_r$.

As an example, let us use the parameters similar to that in Ref. [17]: $\omega_q/2\pi = 5.9$ GHz, $\omega_r/2\pi = 6.8$ GHz, $\omega_f/2\pi = 6.75$ GHz, $Q_f = 30$ (so that $\kappa_n^{-1} = 0.71$ ns), $g/2\pi = 90$ MHz, and $\kappa_n^{-1} = 30$ ns (so that $\mathcal{G}/2\pi = 18.9$ MHz). In this case the resonator decay [Eq. (11)] seen by the qubit is $\kappa_n^{-1} = 1.45$ $\mu$s, the Purcell rate [Eq. (32)] is $\Gamma = 1/(145$ $\mu$s), and the Purcell rate suppression factor [Eq. (12)] is $F = 30$ ns/1.45 $\mu$s = $(1 + 1) = 0.021$.

Thus, for typical parameters the bandpass Purcell filter suppresses the Purcell decay by a factor of $\sim 50$. It is easy to increase this factor to 100 by using $\omega_q/2\pi = 5.5$ GHz in the above example; however, further decrease of the Purcell rate is not needed for practical purposes, while increased resonator-qubit detuning decreases the dispersive shift $2\chi$ (in the above example $2\chi/2\pi \approx -3$ MHz for the qubit anharmonicity of 180 MHz, while for $\omega_q/2\pi = 5.5$ GHz the dispersive shift becomes twice less).

Note that for the parameters in the above example, Eq. (32) overestimates the exact solution for $\Gamma$ via Eq. (29) by 5%, the same 5% for Eq. (31), and Eq. (10) overestimates the Purcell rate by 2%. The solution of Eq. (29) as a quadratic equation neglecting $\lambda^2$ gives $\Gamma$, which overestimates the exact solution by 22%, while the second iteration is practically exact (−0.01%). The inaccuracies grow for smaller resonator-qubit detuning (crude as $\Delta_{\text{eq}}$), but remain reasonably small in a sufficiently wide range; for example, Eq. (32) overestimates the Purcell rate by 50% for $\omega_q/2\pi = 6.5$ GHz, i.e. detuning of 0.3 GHz.

C. Nonzero readout resonator damping

In the quantum evolution model [24] we have considered only the damping of the filter resonator with the rate $\kappa_r$. If there is also an additional energy dissipation in the readout resonator with the rate $\kappa_{r,d}$ (e.g., due to coupling with the transmission line delivering the drive $\varepsilon_r$ in Fig. [2]), then the master equation [25] should be replaced with

$$\dot{\rho} = -i [V, \rho] + \kappa_f (bp + b^\dagger bp/2 - \rho b^\dagger b/2) + \kappa_{r,d} (a^\dagger a \rho a - a^\dagger a \rho a/2) + \kappa_r (a^\dagger a \rho a - a^\dagger a \rho a/2).$$

In the wavefunction-language derivation this leads to the extra term $-\kappa_{r,d}\varepsilon_r/2$ in Eq. (27) for $\dot{\varepsilon}_r$. This does not change the quasisteady value for $\varepsilon_r$ but changes the quasisteady value $\varepsilon_r = -ig_{\text{eq}}/|\Delta_{\text{eq}} + |\mathcal{G}|^2/(i\Delta_{\text{eq}} + \kappa_f/2) + \kappa_{r,d}/2]$, so that the Purcell rate is

$$\Gamma = 2\Re \left[ \frac{g^2}{i\Delta_{\text{eq}} + |\mathcal{G}|^2/(i\Delta_{\text{eq}} + \kappa_f/2) + \kappa_{r,d}/2} \right]$$

instead of Eq. (32). Practically the same result can be obtained using the derivation via the density matrix evolution (assuming $\kappa_{r,d} \ll \kappa_f$). As expected, the dissipation $\kappa_{r,d}$ simply adds to the rate $\kappa_n$ seen by the qubit. Since $\kappa_{r,d}$ is not affected by the filter, it adds in the same way to the bandwidth $\kappa_r$ governing the qubit measurement process and thus deteriorates the Purcell rate suppression [13], replacing it with $F = (\kappa_n + \kappa_{r,d})/(\kappa_r + \kappa_{r,d})$.

IV. PURCELL RATE WITH MICROWAVE DRIVE AND BANDPASS FILTER

The Purcell rate may decrease when the measurement microwave drive is added [23]. A simple physical reason is the ac Stark shift, which in the typical setup increases the absolute value of detuning between the qubit and readout resonator with increasing number of photons in the resonator, thus reducing the Purcell rate. However, this explanation may not necessarily work well quantitatively.

The Purcell rate suppression due to the microwave drive was analyzed in Ref. [23] for the case without the Purcell filter and using the two-level approximation for the qubit. It was shown that in this case the suppression factor $\Gamma(\bar{n})/\Gamma(0) = 1 + 2\chi(0)/\bar{n}$ instead of the factor $(1 + \bar{n}/\kappa_{\text{crit}})^{-1}$ expected from the ac Stark shift, where $\bar{n}$ is the mean number of photons in the resonator and $\kappa_{\text{crit}} \equiv (\Delta_{\text{eq}}/\kappa_r)^2$. This difference results in the ratio $3/2$ between the corresponding slopes of $\Gamma(\bar{n})$ at small $\bar{n}$, with the ac Stark shift model underestimating the Purcell rate suppression (see the blue lines in Fig. [4]). However, when the third level of the qubit is taken into account, then the ac Stark shift model describes correctly the slope of $\Gamma(\bar{n})$ at small $\bar{n}$ when the qubit anharmonicity is relatively small, $|\delta_\|/\Delta_{\text{eq}}| \ll 1$ (see Appendix). In this case the ac Stark shift model predicts $\Gamma(\bar{n})/\Gamma(0) = 1 + 2\chi(0)/\Delta_{\text{eq}}$ at $\bar{n} \ll \kappa_{\text{crit}}$, where $\chi(0)$ is the value of $\chi$ at $\bar{n} = 0$; note that $|\chi(0)| \ll |\mathcal{G}^2/\Delta_{\text{eq}}|$ and $\chi(0) < 0$ when $\Delta_{\text{eq}} > 0$.

With the filter resonator, we also expect that the ac Stark shift model for the Purcell rate suppression should work reasonably well, so that from Eq. (32) we expect

$$\Gamma(\bar{n}) \approx \left[ |\omega - \omega_{\text{q,eff}}(\bar{n})|^2 \right]^{1/2} \left[ |\omega - \omega_{\text{q,eff}}(\bar{n})|^2 + (\kappa_f/2)^2 \right]^{-1},$$

where $\omega_{\text{q,eff}}(\bar{n}) = \omega_0^b + 2\chi(0)\bar{n}$ if we neglect dependence of $\chi$ on $\bar{n}$ and the “Lamb shift”. Therefore, in a typical situation when $|\omega - \omega_r| \ll |\omega_r - \omega_q|$ and $\kappa_r \ll |\omega_r - \omega_q|$, we
the readout resonator with the frequency \( \omega_{q} = \omega_{q}^{(c)} \) and control \( \bar{n} \) by choosing the corresponding value of \( \varepsilon_{r} \). The value of \( \bar{n} \) is calculated numerically; it is close to what is expected from the solution of the classical field equations when the \( n \)-dependence of \( \chi \) and \( \omega_{r}^{(c)} \) is taken into account: in the two-level approximation \( \chi(\bar{n}) = -g^{2}/|\Delta_{eq}/\chi(0)| = \bar{n}/4n_{\text{crit}} \) and \( \omega_{r}^{(c)} = \omega_{q}^{b} + \chi(\bar{n}) \).

Since \( \omega_{r}^{(c)} \) changes with \( \bar{n} \), we change \( \omega_{q} \) accordingly.

The red solid line in Fig. 4 shows the numerical results for the Purcell rate suppression factor \( \Gamma(\bar{n})/\Gamma(0) \) as a function of \( \bar{n} = \bar{n}^{(b)} \), normalized by \( |\Delta_{eq}/\chi(0)| \). Note that in the two-level approximation (which we used in the simulations) \( \bar{n}/|\Delta_{eq}/\chi(0)| = \bar{n}/4n_{\text{crit}} \). In the simulations we have used \( g/2\pi = 100 \) MHz, \( \kappa_{r}^{-1} = 36 \) ns, \( \kappa_{t}^{-1} = 0.71 \) ns, \( \omega_{r}^{b}/2\pi = \omega_{t}/2\pi = 6.8 \) GHz, and \( \omega_{q}^{b}/2\pi = 6 \) GHz. The blue solid line shows the numerical suppression factor for the standard setup [23] (without the filter resonator), also in the two-level approximation for the qubit. We see a larger suppression for the case with the filter, as expected from the ac Stark shift interpretation and the fact that \( \Gamma \propto \Delta_{eq}^{-2} \) with the filter, while \( \Gamma \propto \Delta_{eq}^{-4} \) in the standard setup. However, comparison with the prediction of the ac Stark shift model (dashed lines) does not show a quantitative agreement. There is about 10% discrepancy for the slope of \( \Gamma(\bar{n}) \) between the red solid and red dashed lines in the case with the filter. This is a better agreement than for the case without the filter (blue lines).

Note that the numerical calculations have been made using only the two-level model for the qubit. It is possible that the agreement between the ac Stark shift model and the numerical results is much better if three or more levels in the qubit are taken into account. This is an interesting question for further research.

Also note that in experiments, increase of the drive power often leads to decrease of the qubit lifetime, instead of the increase, predicted by our analysis (both with and without the filter). The reason for this effect is not quite clear and may be related to various technical issues. Therefore, either suppression or enhancement of the qubit relaxation with the drive power may be observed in actual experiments.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have discussed the theory of the band-pass Purcell filter used in Refs. [10, 17] for measurement of superconducting qubits. An additional wide-bandwidth filter resonator (Fig. 2) coupled to the readout resonator easily passes the microwave field used for the qubit measurement, but strongly impedes the propagation of a photon at the qubit frequency, which is far outside of the filter bandwidth. A simple way to quantitatively describe the operation of the filter is by noticing that the effective decay rate \( \kappa_{\text{eff}} \) of the readout resonator [Eq. (3)] depends on frequency. Therefore, the measure-
ment is governed by a relatively large value \( \kappa \), [Eq. (10)], which permits a fast measurement, while the Purcell relaxation is determined by a much smaller value \( \kappa_q \) seen by the qubit [Eq. (11)]. The ratio of these effective decay rates of the readout resonator gives the suppression factor for the qubit relaxation [Eq. (12)]. The result for the suppression factor is similar to the result obtained in Ref. [17] using circuit theory (with a few minor differences).

We have first analyzed the operation of the Purcell filter quasiclassically, and then confirmed the results using the quantum approach. In the quantum analysis we have used two approaches: based on decaying wavefunction and density matrix evolutions. While the Purcell effect is traditionally described using density matrices, it is actually simpler to use the approach based on wavefunctions. The results of our semiclassical and two quantum approaches are very close to each other; however, they are not identical because the approaches use slightly different approximations. A simple and most physically transparent result for the Purcell rate is given by Eq. (32).

The Purcell rate of the qubit decay is further suppressed when a microwave drive is applied for measurement. The effect is similar to what was discussed in Ref. [23] for the standard setup without the filter, and can be crudely understood as being due to the ac Stark shift of \( \Delta \) for the standard setup without the filter, and can be expressed when a microwave drive is applied for measurement [Eq. (32)]. The result for the suppression factor is similar to the result obtained in Ref. [17] using circuit theory (with a few minor differences).
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Appendix A: Qubit measurement and Purcell effect in the standard setup

In this Appendix we review the trade-off between the Purcell rate and measurement time for a transmon or Xmon qubit in the standard cQED setup (without a filter). In the standard setup [11, 12, 24] (Fig. 1) the qubit is dispersive coupled with the resonator, so that the qubit state slightly changes the resonator frequency. This change causes a phase shift (and in general an amplitude change) of a microwave field transmitted through or reflected from the resonator. The transmitted or reflected microwave is then amplified and sent to a mixer, so that the phase shift (and amplitude change) can be discriminated, thus distinguishing the states \( |g\rangle \) and \( |e\rangle \) of the qubit.

1. Basic theory

For the basic analysis of measurement [24], it is sufficient to consider three energy levels of the qubit: the ground state \( |g\rangle \), the first excited state \( |e\rangle \), and the second excited state \( |f\rangle \), so that the Hamiltonian is \( \hbar = 1 \)

\[
H = \omega_q^b |g\rangle\langle e| + (2\omega_q^b - \delta_q)|f\rangle\langle f| + \omega_r^b a^\dagger a
+ g a^\dagger |g\rangle\langle e| + g^* a |e\rangle\langle f| + g^* a |f\rangle\langle e| + \epsilon_r a e^{-i\omega_q t} + \epsilon_r^* a e^{i\omega q t} + H_{\text{an}} + H_{\gamma},
\]

where \( \omega_q^b \) is the bare qubit frequency, \( \delta_q \) is its anharmonicity \( \delta_q > 0, \delta_q/\omega_q^b \sim 0.2 \text{ GHz}/6 \text{ GHz} \ll 1 \), \( \omega_r^b \) is the bare resonator frequency, \( a \) is the annihilation operator for the resonator, \( g \) is the coupling between the qubit and the resonator, \( \hat{g} \approx \sqrt{2}g \) is the similar coupling involving levels \( |e\rangle \) and \( |f\rangle \), and \( \epsilon_r \) is the normalized amplitude of the microwave drive with frequency \( \omega_d \). For brevity \( H_{\text{an}} \) describes the coupling of the resonator with the transmission line, which causes resonator energy damping with the rate \( \kappa \), while \( H_{\gamma} \) describes the intrinsic qubit relaxation (excluding the Purcell effect) with the rate \( T_{1\text{int}}^{-1} \). Note that in the Hamiltonian (A1) we neglected the coupling terms creating or annihilating the double excitations in the qubit and the resonator. For simplicity we assume a real coupling: \( g^* = g \) and \( \hat{g}^* = \hat{g} \).

For a simple analysis of the measurement process, let us first neglect \( H_{\kappa}, H_{\gamma} \), and the drive \( \epsilon_r \), and consider
the three Jaynes-Cummings ladders of states \(|g, n\rangle, |e, n\rangle, \) and \(|f, n\rangle, \) where \(n\) denotes the number of photons in the resonator. The coupling \(g\) provides the level repulsion between \(|g, n+1\rangle\) and \(|e, n\rangle\) (effective coupling is \(\sqrt{n+1} g\)), while \(\tilde{g}\) provides the level repulsion between \(|e, n\rangle\) and \(|f, n\rangle\) (with coupling \(\sqrt{n+1} \tilde{g}\)). Assuming sufficiently large level separation, \(|\omega_q - \omega_{bb}^\dagger| \gg \sqrt{n} |g|\) and \(|\omega_q - \omega_q^b - \omega_{bb}^\dagger| \gg \sqrt{n} |\tilde{g}|\), we can treat the level repulsion to lowest order; then the energies of the eigenstates \(|g, n\rangle\) and \(|e, n\rangle\) are

\[
E_{|g, n\rangle} = n\omega^b_r - \frac{ng^2}{\omega^b_q - \omega^b_r},
\]

\[
E_{|e, n\rangle} = \omega^b_q + n\omega^b_r + \frac{(n+1)g^2}{\omega^b_q - \omega^b_r} - \frac{ng^2}{\omega^b_q - \omega_q^b - \omega^b_r}.
\]

Therefore the effective resonator frequency \(\omega_{eg}^{|g\rangle}\) when the qubit in the ground state is

\[
\omega_{eg}^{|g\rangle} = E_{|g, n+1\rangle} - E_{|g, n\rangle} = \omega^b_r - \frac{g^2}{\Delta},
\]

where

\[
\Delta = \Delta_q - \omega_q^b - \omega^b_r,
\]

while for the qubit state \(|e\rangle\) the effective resonator frequency is

\[
\omega_{eg}^{|e\rangle} = E_{|e, n+1\rangle} - E_{|e, n\rangle} = \omega^b_r + \frac{g^2}{\Delta} - \frac{\tilde{g}^2}{\Delta - \delta_q}.
\]

Denoting the frequency difference by \(2\chi\), we obtain

\[
\chi = \frac{g^2}{\Delta} - \frac{\tilde{g}^2/2}{\Delta - \delta_q} = -\frac{g^2\delta_q}{\Delta(\Delta - \delta_q)} + \frac{g^2 - \tilde{g}^2/2}{\Delta - \delta_q}.
\]

The corresponding effective qubit frequency is

\[
\omega_{q}^{\text{eff}} = E_{|e, n\rangle} - E_{|g, n\rangle} = \omega^b_q + \frac{g^2}{\Delta} + 2n\chi,
\]

which includes the “Lamb shift” \(g^2/\Delta\) and the “ac Stark shift” \(2n\chi\).

Therefore, in this case the first two lines of the Hamiltonian \((A1)\) can be approximated as

\[
H = \frac{\omega_q}{2} \sigma_z + \omega_r a^\dagger a + \chi a^\dagger a \sigma_z,
\]

where

\[
\omega_q = \omega^b_q + \frac{g^2}{\Delta}, \quad \omega_r = \omega^b_r - \frac{1}{2} \frac{\tilde{g}^2}{\Delta - \delta_q},
\]

\[
\sigma_z = |e\rangle \langle e| - |g\rangle \langle g|, \text{ we shifted the energy by } -\omega_q/2, \text{ and we no longer need the qubit state } |f\rangle.
\]

Note that the dispersive coupling \(\chi\) given by Eq. \((A8)\) is much smaller \([24]\) than the value \(g^2/\Delta\) expected in the two-level case. This is because the transmons and Xmons qubits are only slightly different from a linear oscillator, for which \(\tilde{g} = \sqrt{2} g\) and \(\delta_q = 0\), thus leading to \(\chi = 0\). The effect of nonzero anharmonicity \(\delta_q\) in Eq. \((A8)\) is more important than the effect of nonzero \(\tilde{g} - \sqrt{2} g\) because

\[
\frac{\tilde{g}^2}{2} - g^2 \approx -g^2 \frac{\delta_q}{\omega_q^b},
\]

and \(|\Delta| \ll \omega_q^b\). Therefore \(\chi\) can be approximated as

\[
\chi \approx -\frac{g^2 \delta_q}{\Delta(\Delta - \delta_q)} \approx -\frac{g^2 \delta_q}{\Delta^2},
\]

where the last formula also assumes \(|\Delta| \gg \delta_q\).

The dispersive approximation \((A10)\) is based on the approximate formulas \((A2) - (A3)\) for the eigenenergies, and therefore requires a limited number of photons \(n\) in the resonator,

\[
n \ll \min(n_{\text{crit}}, \bar{n}_{\text{crit}}), \quad n_{\text{crit}} = \frac{\Delta^2}{4g^2}, \quad \bar{n}_{\text{crit}} = \frac{(\Delta - \delta_q)^2}{4\tilde{g}^2},
\]

where the factor 4 in the definitions of the critical photon numbers \(n_{\text{crit}}\) and \(\bar{n}_{\text{crit}}\) is a usual convention. For \(n\) beyond this range it is still possible (at least to some extent) to use the dispersive approximation \((A10)\) if the spread of \(n\) is relatively small; however, \(\omega_q, \omega_r, \) and \(\chi\) should be redefined. For that we need to use similar steps as in Eqs. \((A4) - (A9)\), but starting with more accurate formulas than \((A2)\) and \((A3)\). In particular, in the two-level approximation for the qubit \((\tilde{g} = 0 \text{ or } \delta_q = \infty)\) we would obtain \(\chi \approx g^2/\sqrt{\Delta^2 + 4n\tilde{g}^2}\) with \(\bar{n}\) being the average (typical) number of photons; however, the generalization of the realistic case \((A13)\) is not so simple (see below).

The dispersive approximation \((A10)\) cannot reproduce the Purcell effect \([11]\) after including the last line of the Hamiltonian \((A1)\), so it should be added separately. Without the microwave drive \((\epsilon_r = 0)\) only levels \(|e, 0\rangle, |g, 1\rangle\) and \(|g, 0\rangle\) are involved into the evolution described by Eq. \((A1)\), and for sufficiently small resonator bandwidth, \(\kappa \ll \sqrt{\Delta^2 + 4g^2}\), the qubit relaxation rate due to Purcell effect is

\[
\Gamma \approx \frac{\kappa}{2} \left(1 - \frac{|\Delta|}{\sqrt{\Delta^2 + 4g^2}}\right) \approx \frac{g^2 \kappa}{\Delta^2}.
\]

Note that this rate does not depend on the qubit anharmonicity \(\delta_q\), in contrast to the dispersive coupling \(\chi\), which vanishes at \(\delta_q \to 0\). This is because the Purcell effect is essentially a linear effect (energy decay via decay of a coupled system), in contrast to \(\chi\), which is based on qubit nonlinearity. This linearity is the reason why the Purcell rate \(\Gamma\) does not change (in the first approximation) when the microwave drive \(\epsilon_r\) creates a significant photon population in the resonator, \(1 \ll n \ll \min(n_{\text{crit}}, \bar{n}_{\text{crit}})\). (Someone might naively expect that \(\Gamma\) scales with \(n\) because of effective coupling
\[ \sqrt{\mathbb{E}_g} \] However, in the next approximation \( \Gamma \) depends on \( n \) [23] and can be calculated as
\[
\Gamma(n) = \kappa |\langle g, n|a|e, n \rangle|^2, \quad (A16)
\]
with subsequent replacement of \( n \) with the average photon number \( \bar{n} \) if the spread of \( n \) is relatively small.

Using the third-order (in \( g \) and/or \( \bar{g} \)) eigenstates,
\[
|\langle g, n \rangle| = \left( 1 - \frac{ng^2}{2\Delta^2} \right) |g, n \rangle + \frac{\sqrt{n(n-1)} g \bar{g}}{\Delta(2\Delta - \delta_q)} |f, n - 2 \rangle \nonumber
\]
\[
- \sqrt{n} \frac{g}{\Delta} \left( 1 - \frac{3ng^2}{2\Delta^2} + \frac{(n-1)g \bar{g}}{\Delta(2\Delta - \delta_q)} \right) |e, n - 1 \rangle, \quad (A17)
\]
\[
|\langle e, n \rangle| \approx \left( 1 - \frac{(n+1)g \bar{g}}{2\Delta^2} - \frac{ng^2}{2\Delta(2\Delta - \delta_q)} \right) |e, n \rangle \nonumber
\]
\[
+ \frac{\sqrt{n+1} g}{\Delta} \left( 1 - \frac{3(n+1)g \bar{g}}{2\Delta^2} + \frac{ng^2 (2\Delta - 2\delta_q)}{2\Delta(2\Delta - \delta_q)^2} \right) \times |g, n + 1 \rangle - \frac{\sqrt{n} \bar{g}}{\Delta - \delta_q} |f, n - 1 \rangle, \quad (A18)
\]
where the last term in Eq. (A18) for brevity is only of the first order, we find the Purcell rate
\[
\Gamma(n) = \kappa \frac{g^2}{2\Delta^2} \left( 1 - \frac{3g^2}{2\Delta^2} - 6ng^2 \frac{\Delta^2}{\Delta^2 - \delta_q} + n \frac{g^2 (3\Delta - 4\delta_q)}{\Delta^2(2\Delta - \delta_q)^2} \right), \quad (A19)
\]
which is an approximation up to 5th order in \( g \). This result coincides with the result of Ref. [23] when \( \bar{g} = 0 \).

Approximating \( \bar{g} = \sqrt{2} g \) [see Eq. (A12)], we obtain
\[
\Gamma(n) \approx \kappa \frac{g^2}{2\Delta^2} \left( 1 - \frac{3g^2}{2\Delta^2} + n \frac{2g^2 \delta_q (2\Delta - 2\delta_q)}{\Delta^2(2\Delta - \delta_q)^2} \right). \quad (A20)
\]

It is interesting to note that while in the two-level approximation (\( \bar{g} = 0 \)) the Purcell rate is always suppressed with increasing \( n \) [23], Eq. (A20) shows the suppression only when \( \Delta < (3/2)\delta_q \) (which is the usual experimental case, since \( \Delta \) is usually negative). Numerical results using Eq. (A16) show that even when \( \Gamma(n) \) initially increases with \( n \), it is still suppressed at larger \( n \). Note that the result (A20) requires assumption (A14) of a sufficiently small nonlinearity. Comparing Eqs. (A20) and (A13), we see that in the case of large detuning, \( |\Delta| \gg \delta_q \), the dependence of the Purcell rate on \( n \) is consistent with the explanation based on the ac Stark shift, \( \Gamma(n) \approx \kappa g^2/(\Delta + 2n\chi)^2 \). (This is in contrast to the two-level approximation, in which this explanation leads to a discrepancy in the slope [23] by a factor of 3/2.) We have checked that taking into account the fourth level in the qubit does not change Eqs. (A19) and (A20); there are no additional contributions of the order \( g^4 \).

Besides the qubit energy relaxation \( \Gamma \), the resonator damping \( \kappa \) in the presence of drive leads to the qubit excitation \( 23 |g \rangle \to |e \rangle \) with the rate \( \Gamma_{|g \rangle \to |e \rangle} = \kappa \langle e, n - 2|a|g, n \rangle |^2 \) and the excitation \( |e \rangle \to |f \rangle \) with the rate \( \Gamma_{|e \rangle \to |f \rangle} = \kappa \langle f, n - 2|a|e, n \rangle |^2 \). These rates (up to sixth order in coupling) are
\[
\Gamma_{|g \rangle \to |e \rangle} = \frac{\kappa g^2 n(n-1)}{\Delta^2} \left[ \frac{g^2}{\Delta^2} - \frac{\bar{g}^2}{(2\Delta - \delta_q)^2} \right]^2, \quad (A21)
\]
\[
\approx \frac{\kappa g^2}{\Delta^2} \left( \frac{n}{n_{\text{crit}}} \right)^2 \frac{\delta_q}{16(2\Delta - \delta_q)^2}, \quad (A22)
\]
\[
\Gamma_{|e \rangle \to |f \rangle} = \frac{\kappa g^2 n(n-1)}{(\Delta - \delta_q)^2} \left[ \frac{\bar{g}^2}{\Delta - \delta_q} - \frac{g^2}{2\Delta - \delta_q} \right] \nonumber
\]
\[
- \frac{g^2}{\Delta - 3\delta_q} \frac{\bar{g}^2}{2\Delta - 3\delta_q} \right]^2, \quad (A23)
\]
\[
\approx \frac{\kappa g^2}{\Delta^2} \frac{(n/n_{\text{crit}})^2 \delta_q^2 \Delta^8}{(2\Delta - \delta_q)^2(2\Delta - 3\delta_q)^2}, \quad (A24)
\]
where \( \bar{g} \approx \sqrt{3} g \) is the coupling due to the fourth qubit level with energy \( 3\omega_c - 3\delta_q \), and in Eqs. (A22) and (A24) we also used \( \bar{g} = \sqrt{2} g \) and replaced \( n(n-1) \) with \( n^2 \).

In the assumed range, \( n \ll n_{\text{crit}} \), the excitation rates are much smaller than the Purcell decay rate \( \Gamma \).

Now let us discuss the \( n \)-dependence of the dispersive coupling \( \chi(n) = |\omega^{(g)}(n) - \omega^{(e)}(n)|/2 \), where \( \omega^{(g)}(n) = E_{|g, n+1 \rangle} - E_{|g, n \rangle} \) and \( \omega^{(e)}(n) = E_{|e, n+1 \rangle} - E_{|e, n \rangle} \) [see Eqs. (A3), (A6), and (A7)]. Using the three-level approximation for the qubit with accuracy up to the fourth order in \( g \) and/or \( \bar{g} \) (assuming \( n \ll n_{\text{crit}} \)), we obtain
\[
\omega^{(g)}(n) = \frac{-g^2}{\Delta} + \frac{g^2(2n+1)}{\Delta^3} - \frac{2g^2 \bar{g}^2 n}{\Delta^2(2\Delta - \delta_q)^2}, \quad (A25)
\]
\[
\omega^{(e)}(n) = \frac{g^2}{\Delta} - \frac{\bar{g}^2}{\Delta - \delta_q} - \frac{g^2(2n+3)}{\Delta^3} + \frac{\bar{g}^2(2n+1)}{(\Delta - \delta_q)^3} \nonumber
\]
\[
- \frac{2\delta_q \bar{g}^2 (2n+3)}{(\Delta - \delta_q)^2}, \quad (A26)
\]
so that assuming \( \bar{g} = \sqrt{2} g \), we obtain
\[
\chi(n) \approx - \frac{g^2 \delta_q}{\Delta(\Delta - \delta_q)} + \frac{4g^4 \delta_q}{\Delta^3(1 - \delta_q)^3} \nonumber
\]
\[
+ \frac{3n g^4}{\Delta^3} - \frac{\delta_q (\Delta - \delta_q)}{\Delta^2(1 - \delta_q)^3} \nonumber
\]
\[
+ \frac{\delta_q (\Delta - \delta_q)}{\Delta^2(1 - \delta_q)^3} \nonumber
\]
\[
+ \frac{\delta_q (\Delta - \delta_q)}{\Delta^2(1 - \delta_q)^3} \nonumber
\]
\[
\delta_q = \delta_q / \Delta. \quad \text{This result predicts a quite strong} \nonumber
\]
\[
\text{the reason is that it is not sufficient to consider three qubit} \nonumber
\]
\[
\text{levels for } \chi(n). \quad \text{When the fourth level of the qubit is} \nonumber
\]
\[
\text{taken into account (with energy } 3\omega_c - 3\delta_q \text{ and coupling} \nonumber
\]
\[
\text{\( \bar{g} \)), this does not change Eq. (A25) for } \omega^{(g)}(n), \text{ but introduces} \nonumber
\]
\[
\text{an additional term} \nonumber
\]
\[
\text{\( \frac{-2g^2 \bar{g}^2 n}{(\Delta - \delta_q)^2(2\Delta - 3\delta_q)} \).} \quad \text{(A28)}\]
into Eq. (A26) for $\omega_{4}^{(g)}(n)$. Assuming $\tilde{g} = \sqrt{3} g$, this changes Eq. (A27) into

$$
\chi(n) \approx -\frac{g^2 \delta q}{\Delta (\Delta - \delta q)} + \frac{4g^4 \delta q^2}{\Delta^2} \left[1 - \frac{\delta q + \delta_q^2/2}{(1 - \delta q)^3}\right] - \frac{9g^4 \delta_q^2}{2\Delta^4} \left[1 - (5/3) \delta_q + (11/9) \delta_q^2 - \delta_q^3/3\right] \\
\left(1 - \delta_q/2\right)(1 - \delta_q)^3(1 - 3\delta_q/2),
$$

(A29)

which shows a quite weak dependence on $n$,

$$
d\chi(n) = \frac{9}{8} \frac{\delta q \chi(0)}{\Delta n_{\text{crit}}},
$$

(A30)

assuming $\delta q \ll |\Delta|$. In the usual case when $\Delta < 0$, the absolute value of $\chi(n)$ decreases with increasing $n$.

Note that in Eqs. (A27) and (A29) we used $\tilde{g} = \sqrt{2} g$ and $\tilde{\chi} = \sqrt{3} g$. If a better approximation is used,

$$
\tilde{g} \approx \sqrt{2} g (1 - \delta_q/2\omega_q^0), \quad \tilde{\chi} \approx \sqrt{3} g (1 - \delta_q/\omega_q^0),
$$

(A31)

then correction to the $\tilde{g}^2$-term in Eq. (A26) creates an additional contribution $g^2 \delta q/|\omega_q^0| (\Delta - \delta_q)$ to $\chi$, which for typical parameters is much larger than the second terms in Eqs. (A27) and (A29). The correction (A31) also yields an additional $n$-dependent contribution of approximately $2g^4 \delta_q^2 n/(\Delta^4 \omega_q^0)$ (assuming $\delta_q \ll |\Delta|$) to both $\omega_q^0(n)$ and $\omega_{4}^{(g)}(n)$. These additional slopes are comparable to the slope of $\chi(n)$ in Eq. (A20) because $\Delta^2/(\delta_q \omega_q^0)$ is of the order of 1 for typical experimental parameters. However, the contribution to $\chi(n)$ from the correction (A31) is only $9g^4 \delta_q^2 n/(\Delta^4 \omega_q^0)$ (assuming $\delta_q \ll |\Delta|$), which is smaller than the last term in Eq. (A29) because $|\Delta| \ll \omega_q^0$. Therefore, the slope of $\chi(n)$ in Eq. (A29) is practically not affected by the correction (A31). Similarly, inaccuracy of our approximation of the fourth qubit level energy by $3\omega_q^0 - 3\delta_q$ produces only a small correction to the slope of $\chi(n)$: the correction to the fourth-level energy is on the order of $\delta_q^3/\omega_q^0$, and therefore the correction to $\chi(n)$ [via Eq. (A28)] is on the order of $g^4 \delta_q^2 n/\Delta^4 \omega_q^0$ for $\delta_q \ll |\Delta|$. Thus, we see that for a transmon or Xmon qubit, calculation of $\chi(0)$ requires at least three qubit levels to be taken into account, while the first correction due to $\chi(n)$ dependence ($n \ll n_{\text{crit}}$) requires at least four qubit levels to be considered. In contrast, calculation of the Purcell rate $\Gamma(0)$ requires two qubit levels, while the first correction due to $\Gamma(n)$ dependence requires three qubit levels.

### 2. Measurement error

Now let us discuss the qubit measurement error caused by the qubit relaxation due to Purcell effect. To describe measurement, we will use the dispersive approximation (A10) with $x = -g^2 \delta q/\Delta^2$ [Eq. (A13)] and neglect the small difference between $\Delta$ defined in Eq. (A3) and $\omega_q - \omega_t$ defined via Eq. (A11). For the Purcell rate we will use the simplest form $\Gamma = g^2 \kappa/\Delta^2$. Both approximations assume a sufficiently small number of photons, Eq. (A14).

Assuming that the qubit is either in the state $|g\rangle$ or $|e\rangle$ (non-evolving), from Eq. (A10) we see that the effective resonator frequency is constant in time, $\omega_t \pm \chi$, where the upper sign is for the state $|e\rangle$ and the lower sign is for $|g\rangle$. The corresponding resonator state is a coherent state $|\alpha_{\pm}\rangle$, characterized by an amplitude $\alpha_{\pm}(t)$ in the rotating frame based on the drive frequency $\omega_q$ [in the lab frame the resonator wave function is $e^{-i \omega_q t/2} \sum_n (\alpha_{\pm} e^{-i \omega_q t} n^{n-1/2}/n!$ up to an overall phase]. The evolution of the amplitude is

$$
\dot{\alpha}_{\pm} = -i (\Delta_{rd} \pm \chi) \alpha_{\pm} - \frac{\kappa}{2} \alpha_{\pm} - i \varepsilon_t,
$$

(A32)

where the upper sign everywhere is for the state $|e\rangle$,

$$
\Delta_{rd} = \omega_t - \omega_q,
$$

(A33)

and complex $\varepsilon_t(t)$ can in general depend on time to describe a drive with changing amplitude and frequency. (Note a difference in notation compared with the main text: now $\Delta_{rd}$ does not depend on the qubit state and the frequency shift $\pm \chi$ is added explicitly.) The steady state for a steady drive, $\varepsilon_t = \text{const}$, is

$$
\alpha_{\pm} = \frac{-i \varepsilon_t}{\kappa/2 + i (\Delta_{rd} \pm \chi)},
$$

(A34)

so that the two coherent states are separated by

$$
\alpha_+ - \alpha_- = \frac{-2 \varepsilon_t \chi}{(\kappa/2 + i \Delta_{rd})^2 + \chi^2},
$$

(A35)

and this is the difference, which can be sensed by the homodyne detection (it does not matter whether the microwave is transmitted or reflected from the resonator when we discuss the measurement in terms of $\alpha_{\pm}$).

In the case when $\Delta_{rd} = 0$ (so that $\omega_t = \omega_q$), both states have the same average number of photons, $n = |\alpha_+|^2 = |\alpha_-|^2 = |\varepsilon_t|^2/(\kappa^2/4 + \chi^2)$, and the absolute value of the state separation is

$$
\delta \alpha \equiv |\alpha_+ - \alpha_-| = \frac{2 \sqrt{n}}{\sqrt{(\kappa/2 \chi)^2 + 1}}.
$$

(A36)

Theoretically, the distinguishability of two coherent states separated by $\delta \alpha$ is the same as the distinguishability of two Gaussians with width (standard deviation) of 1/2 each, separated by $\delta \alpha$. However, a measurement for the duration $t_m$ increases the effective separation by a factor of $\sqrt{\kappa t_m}$, while imperfect quantum efficiency $\eta$ of the measurement (mainly due to the amplifier noise) increases the Gaussian width by $\eta^{-1/2}$ or, equivalently, decreases the effective separation by $\eta^{-1/2}$. Therefore, we may think about the distinguishability of two Gaussians with width 1/2 each, separated by

$$
\delta \alpha_{\text{eff}} = \sqrt{\eta t_m} \delta \alpha,
$$

(A37)
which gives the error probability due to state separation

\[
P_{\text{err}} = \frac{1 - \text{Erf}(\delta \alpha_{\text{eff}}/\sqrt{2})}{2} \approx \frac{\exp[-(\delta \alpha_{\text{eff}})^2/2]}{\sqrt{2\pi} \delta \alpha_{\text{eff}}}.
\]

The other contribution to the measurement error \(P_{\text{err}}\) for the state \(|e\rangle\) comes from the qubit energy relaxation with the rate \(\Gamma + T_{1,\text{int}}^{-1}\) during the measurement time \(t_m\),

\[
P_{\text{err}} = P_{\text{err}}^{\text{sep}} + \frac{1}{2} t_m(\Gamma + T_{1,\text{int}}^{-1}),
\]

where the factor \(1/2\) is because the relaxation moment is distributed practically uniformly within the measurement duration \(t_m\). Since \(P_{\text{err}}^{\text{sep}}\) decreases with time \(t_m\) exponentially, the main limitation for \(P_{\text{err}}\) comes from the second term.

It is easy to find that \(P_{\text{err}}^{\text{sep}} = 10^{-2}\) corresponds to \(\delta \alpha_{\text{eff}} = 2.3\), \(P_{\text{err}}^{\text{sep}} = 10^{-3}\) corresponds to \(\delta \alpha_{\text{eff}} = 3.1\), and \(P_{\text{err}}^{\text{sep}} = 10^{-4}\) corresponds to \(\delta \alpha_{\text{eff}} = 3.7\). For an estimate let us choose \(\delta \alpha_{\text{eff}} \gtrsim 3\). Then from Eq. (37) \(t_m \gtrsim \frac{g}{\eta \kappa} \delta \alpha^2\), and therefore even neglecting intrinsic relaxation \(T_{1,\text{int}}^{-1}\) in Eq. (39), we obtain the condition

\[
\Gamma \lesssim \frac{1}{4} P_{\text{err}} \eta \kappa (\delta \alpha)^2.
\]

Now using \(\Gamma = \kappa g^2/\Delta^2\) and assuming \(\kappa \gtrsim 2|\chi|\) in Eq. (36), so that \(\delta \alpha \approx 4 \sqrt{n}/\kappa\), we rewrite this condition as

\[
\kappa \lesssim 2 \sqrt{P_{\text{err}} \eta m} \frac{|\chi|}{|g|} \approx 2 \sqrt{P_{\text{err}} \eta n} \frac{|g \delta q|}{|\Delta|},
\]

where for the second expression we used \(\chi \approx -g^2 \delta q/\Delta^2\). Since the measurement time \(t_m\) should be at least few times longer than \(\kappa^{-1}\), we obtain

\[
t_m > \frac{4}{\kappa} \gtrsim \frac{2}{\sqrt{P_{\text{err}} \eta m}} \frac{|\Delta|}{|g \delta q|} = \frac{4 \sqrt{n}}{P_{\text{err}} \eta \sqrt{n}/n_{\text{crit}}}.
\]

These estimates show that the Purcell effect requires a sufficiently long measurement time when we desire a small measurement error \(P_{\text{err}}\). The limitation is not severe, but it is still inconsistent with a fast accurate measurement needed for quantum error correction. As an example, from Eq. (42) we see that for \(\delta q/2\pi \simeq 200\,\text{MHz}\), \(P_{\text{err}} \simeq 10^{-3}\), \(\eta \simeq 0.3\) and \(\bar{n} \simeq n_{\text{crit}}/4\) we need \(t_m > 400\,\text{ns}\) (this in turn would require a very long \(T_{1,\text{int}}\)). Also, the detuning should be sufficiently large,

\[
|\Delta|/g > \sqrt{\kappa t_m/2P_{\text{err}}} > \sqrt{2/P_{\text{err}}},
\]

as directly follows from \(\Gamma = \kappa (g/\Delta)^2\) and \(\kappa t_m > 4\).

As a more detailed example, let us choose \(g/2\pi \simeq 30\,\text{MHz}\), \(\Delta/2\pi \simeq -1.35\,\text{GHz}\), \(\delta_q/2\pi \simeq 200\,\text{MHz}\), \(\kappa^{-1} \simeq 100\,\text{ns}\), \(t_m \simeq 400\,\text{ns}\), \(\eta \simeq 0.3\), and \(\bar{n} \simeq n_{\text{crit}}/4 \simeq 125\). Then for the excited qubit state the Purcell decay brings the error contribution \(t_m \Gamma/2 \simeq 10^{-3}\); the dispersive coupling is \(\chi/2\pi \simeq -0.1\,\text{MHz}\), so \(\delta \alpha \simeq 0.25 \sqrt{n} \simeq 2.8\) and \(\delta \alpha_{\text{eff}} \simeq 3\), so the separation error is also about \(10^{-3}\) [actually slightly larger since \(|\chi|\) decreases with \(\bar{n}\) for negative \(\Delta\) — see Eq. (39)].

Thus, we see that even with the qubit decay due to the Purcell effect, it is possible to measure a qubit with a low measurement error, but this requires a relatively long time and large resonator-qubit detuning. Note that we also had to assume a large number of photons in the resonator, which can lead to detrimental effects (neglected in our analysis) such as dressed dephasing and various imperfections related to nonlinear dynamics. Suppression of the Purcell effect (using a Purcell filter or other means) allows us to significantly increase the coupling \(\chi\) and correspondingly decreasing the measurement time for the same measurement error.

[27] The rotating wave approximation neglects the counter-rotating terms. For driven classical oscillators [Eqs. (3) and (1)] it requires that $|\Delta_{rd}|$, $|\Delta_{fd}|$, $|\varphi|$, and $|\dot{\varphi}/\omega|$ are small compared to $\omega$.